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Carestreaam Te
eleradiiologyy Soluttion Acceler
A
rates
Bussiness Grow
wth of Houstton Prracticee, Improves
Serrvice to
o Refe
erring Physiccians
“We are much hap
ppier with the
e performance, the accurracy and the speed of ourr practice, sin
nce moving to Carestream
m’s
or Teleradiolo
ogy.”
Vue fo
S
M.D
D., Radiologiist and found
der of Innova
ative Radiolo
ogy
-- Dr. Randall Stenoien,

35 sites in the Houstton area. Mosst of its 14 rad
diologists are
sub-speecialists, focussing on neuro
ology, musculo
oskeletal
imaging, nuclear meedicine, oncolo
ogy and intervvention.
Studiess are routed to
o specific radio
ologists, when
n their
specialized expertisee is needed. “W
We are using the
t tools of
t integrate ou
ur practice and
d allow us to do what we d
do
PACS to
best,” Dr. Stenoien says.
s
“Our neu
uroradiologist reads the neu
uro
ose of us focussed on mamm
mography or
and spine cases; tho
ogy get those. This integratio
on enables uss to stay busy
oncolo
and staay stimulated.”

“For mo
ore than a deccade, Innovatiive Radiology has interpreteed
imaging
g exams for physicians
p
in th
he Houston arrea. Until
recentlyy, we utilized a standard radiology inform
mation system
m
(RIS) to capture patieent data, schedule interprettations and
ute reports and
d images. Thiss changed in 2013,
2
in
distribu
responsse to requirem
ments of Mean
ningful Use—aa core elemen
nt
of the Obama
O
Admin
nistration’s efffort to encourrage more and
d
better use
u of electron
nic health reco
ords. When our existing RISS
manufaacturer did no
ot offer an upg
grade to meett the new
government criteria, Innovative Ra
adiology turneed to
Carestrream Health.”
The solution was Carrestream’s Vue for Teleradio
ology*. This
w
from
m RIS-driven to
o
modulee moved the teleradiology workflow
PACS-d
driven. This eliminated Innovvative Radiolo
ogy’s
depend
dence on local radiology infformation systtems, yet still
allowed
d collaborating
g radiologists to use whicheever RIS they
preferreed.
Today, the practice Dr.
D Stenoien fo
ounded a decade ago uses
Vue forr Teleradiologyy to manage services
s
for ap
pproximately
*Vue fo
or Teleradiology is pending release by Jully 2014.

The Inn
novative Radio
ology practice serves more than
t
35 Hou
uston-based hospitals,
h
physsicians’ offices, clinics and
imaging centers thatt together rep
port on some 300,000
3
dures per year.. It is one side of the radiolo
ogical coin
proced
minted
d by Dr. Stenoien. The otherr side is Houstton Medical
Imaging (HMI), whicch operates three Houston imaging centeers
perform
ming about 40
0,000 radiolog
gical exams an
nnually and
serves as the foundaation for Innovvative Radiology.
From the outset, Dr. Stenoien hass worked with physicians in
the Ho
ouston area, who
w have referrred patients to
t HMI facilitiees
and traansmitted resu
ults of exams done
d
at their own
o
facilities to
Innovative Radiologyy for interpretaation.
“We want
w
to providee top-notch im
maging, excelllent
interprretation, and a robust infrasstructure throu
ugh which wee
can disstribute reportts and images to our doctorrs, make them
m
happy and ensure th
hat they send us more patieents, so we can
n
ue to grow ou
ur business,” Dr.
D Stenoien saays. “In this
continu
healthccare climate, in
i which reimb
bursement con
ntinues to
declinee, the way you
u can make up
p for the declin
ne is through
more volume.”
v
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In theirr new teleradio
ology practice
e, Dr. Stenoien
n and colleagu
ues
use PAC
CS-based natiive reporting to
t prepare and
d transmit
interpreetations that can
c be embed
dded, easily an
nd efficiently,
into eleectronic mediccal records by referring physsicians. Not on
nly
do thesse reports satisfy Meaningfu
ul Use criteria,, but they also
o
satisfy a key directivee of the American College of
o Radiology—
—
that intterpretations be
b made with complete avaailability of
relevan
nt collateral infformation, inccluding previous imaging
studies, electronic medical recordss, and details on
o the patientt’s
nd preliminary diagnoses (AC
CR White Pap
per
clinical symptoms an
on Teleeradiology Practice: A Reporrt From the Taask Force on
Telerad
diology Practicce).
“You don’t
d
need to install an extraa application,” notes Nikolaa
Flajc, an IT support specialist
s
at Innovative Radio
ology. “It
u’re using Inteernet Explorer,
r, Firefox, Safari
doesn’’t matter if you
or Goo
ogle Chrome. Vue Motion works
w
with anyything.”

Taking
g teleradiology to a ne
ew level
“Some teleradiology companies fo
ocus exclusivelly on report
t the ACR pa
aper. “Besidess devaluing ou
ur
deliveryy,” according to
specialtty and underm
mining the role
e of the radiollogist as an
indepen
ndent expert in
i diagnostic imaging
i
and a fully engageed
membeer of the consu
ulting team, this
t practice fu
urther
commo
oditizes the prroduct of our efforts.”
e

Sports--medicine specialist, Dr. Om
mer A. Ilahi of the busy
Southw
west Orthoped
dic Group describes Vue Mo
otion as being
g
very inttuitive, and an
n advantage to
o his practice.. “You simply
click on
n the link and
d the images co
ome up,” he says.
s

CARESTTREAM Vue fo
or Teleradiology helps teleraadiologists
avoid commoditizatio
c
on by providin
ng the detail, structure and
quality images that support
s
interpretation with confidence.
Rather than depending blindly on the interpretaation of a
distant radiologist, th
he referring physician sees the
t basis for the
interpreetation. This iss provided in the
t body of th
he report, which
the refeerring physiciaan can examin
ne using a Carrestream
technology called Vu
ue Motion—a universal view
wer that allow
ws
the phyysician to acceess the imagess upon which the report is
based.

Vue Motion is a welccome change from the CDss that patientss
at one time broughtt to Dr. Ilahi. The
T images on
n these discs
were captured at an imaging centter near Dr. Ilaahi’s orthoped
dics
office in Pasadena, TX,
T some 15 miles
m
away fro
om HMI. They
were hand
h
delivered
d to Innovativee Radiology fo
or interpretatio
on.
Now th
he images from
m this imaging
g center are transmitted
electro
onically to the PACS at HMI,, where Innovaative Radiolog
gy
interprets them and reports to Dr.. Ilahi with a Vue
V Motion lin
nk
t conclusion
ns and images.
that alllows direct access to both the

“There’’s something reassuring,
r
I th
hink, for referrring physician
ns
when they
t
can pull up
u a study,” Dr.
D Stenoien saays. “Even if
they do
on’t interpret it,
i they can ga
auge the qualiity of the stud
dy
and seee the content of the report;; this provides a sense of
satisfacction that it is a good reportt. They can beelieve in it and
d
make clinical
c
decision
ns to provide better care fo
or their
patientts—comfortab
bly and confide
ently.”
Referrin
ng physicians can gain this confidence with minimal
effort. Those
T
working with Innova
ative Radiologyy receive a linkk
to Vue Motion in thee HL7 message
e that brings the
t radiology
report. A single click on that link la
aunches the zero-footprint,
z
,
vendor-neutral brow
wser, which serrves as a portaal to the
images, as well as th
he tool for view
wing them.

“For me,
m as a cliniciaan, I’ve typicallly got a bunch
h of patients
waiting
g,” Dr. Ilahi says. “I’ve got to
t be as efficieent as possiblee.”
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The way it was
For a decade, Innovative Radiology had operated without the
benefits of such technology. But it wasn’t easy. Even when
Dr. Stenoien’s group was linked electronically to referring
physicians, they relied on a single RIS to create multiple
registration centers. Referrers had to manually register patients
in the RIS. Workflows were based on the RIS, which guided the
images and patient information to the radiologist. This
required a great deal of coordination and system integration.
On any one day, thousands of images were sent to Innovative
Radiology from dozens of different systems. The reporting was
not integrated, so the radiologists would have to log on to the
RIS, select the study, then log on to the PACS to read the
cases. There was no effective way to use structured reporting,
and no easy way to drop images into reports.

independent. With us, they no longer have to depend on the
RIS.”
The result? A process that used to take hours now takes just
minutes.
The benefits can be impressive. Using both RIS and PACS
requires twice the effort of PACS-driven teleradiology. Flajc
notes that two log-ins were needed: one through the RIS to
get the report, the other through the PACS for the images.
Not so using the new teleradiology paradigm.
“By logging into Vue Motion, (the referring physician) is able to
view the images and see the report on the side at the same
time,” Flajc says.
This accessibility is accomplished without changing the
workflow of the referring physician. This is true regardless of
whether the imaging procedure is performed at the referrer’s
facilities or at HMI.

“It was a bit clunky,” Dr. Stenoien says.
Then a new era dawned, one that thrust Innovative Radiology
into an unplanned transformation.

“We don’t change anything on the referring physician’s end,”
he says. “They can use their patient ID and their accession
number. Once our radiologists read the study and have
the final reports, we are able to send them precisely
where they need to go without interruption.”

“It was time for ‘meaningful use,’” Dr. Stenoien recalls. “Our
RIS vendor—a big vendor—decided they were not going to
support Meaningful Use. So we had to find an alternative.”
This was challenging for Innovative Radiology, a relatively small
practice of hardly more than a dozen radiologists reading a
few hundred thousand studies a year. “We couldn’t afford to
spend two or three million dollars on a new solution,” he says.
“So when I visited the Carestream development center and
they demonstrated this teleradiology project, I knew this was
the solution I was looking for.”
Dr. Stenoien stopped trying to find a RIS that would integrate
his practice, and chose instead to move to a PACS-driven
system. Referring physicians were free to use their information
systems to capture patient information prior to the exam. Vue
for Teleradiology provided the information the staff of
Innovative Radiology needed.
Before Vue for Teleradiology, the RIS was the linchpin that
held the network together, explains IT support specialist Nikola
Flajc. “The RIS distributed the reports; it was our connection to
the images,” he says. “Now we bypass the RIS.”
Innovative Radiology has the option, however, of
communicating with radiology information systems still being
used by their referring physicians. “If somebody from a
different office would like to communicate through their RIS,
that’s not a problem,” Flajc says. “We can send messages to
their RIS—but we give them the option of becoming totally

Making the transition
Innovative Radiology’s use of teleradiology began August 4,
2013. The first phase lasted two weeks during which two
radiologists at Innovative Radiology were connected with two
low-volume sites. About 40 studies from up to seven referring
physicians were read daily. All involved digital radiography
(DR). Order entries were created at HMI using Carestream’s
Vue Motion. Report distribution was by fax. There was no
email distribution and neither billing nor interface with the
Houston healthcare information exchange (HIE) was possible.
Phase Two began August 24. Continuing for two weeks, this
was a leap forward in both study volume and sophistication.
About 25 studies, including DR, PET, CT and ultrasound, were
interpreted daily by three radiologists at Innovative Radiology.
Studies were referred by 16 physicians from a single site,
Oncology Consultants. Order entries using Vue Motion were
created at the client site. Emails notified referring physicians
that results were available via fax and Vue Motion. Billing and
HIE HL7 interfaces were established.
Phase Three began September 30. During this three-week
period, the network was expanded to include about 30 client
sites, including HMI and other large imaging centers. Within
one week, 14 radiologists at Innovative Radiology were filing
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betweeen 300 and 40
00 DR, PET, CT
T, ultrasound, MRI and
nuclearr medicine rep
ports. Any of up
u to 2,000 physicians weree
referrin
ng studies for interpretation
n.

history, information coming from the exam, and whether theere
are anyy worksheets or
o prior reportts.
Structu
ured reporting
g and voice reccognition are built into the
platform. Images can
n be dropped easily into rep
ports. Advanced
tools, such
s
as Caresttream’s Lesion
n Managemen
nt, can be
leverag
ged, outlining the lesion in images,
i
plotting graphs, an
nd
calculating percentage change over time.

The CA
ARESTREAM Vue
V for Telerad
diology solutio
on has allowed
d
Innovattive Radiologyy to increase sttudy volume, workflow and
d
overall productivity—
—which is good for patientss and good forr
businesss.

“All of a sudden (witth the adoptio
on of Vue for Teleradiology)
y),
our rep
ports gained extra
e
dimensio
onality,” Dr. Sttenoien says.
“And referring
r
docto
ors got the ab
bility to directlyy access their
patientts’ images.”
The too
ol for this distribution is Carestream’s Vue Motion. This
browseer had been avvailable previo
ously to physiccians referring
g
patientts to Dr. Steno
oien’s practicee, but it was not readily
accessible. This chan
nged through its tight integration with Vu
ue
for Teleeradiology.
“Now that
t
referring doctors have direct access to Vue Motion
n,
they’ree adopting it, enjoying
e
it and
d utilizing it to
o a much high
her
degreee,” he says. “U
Ultimately, that is going to help
h
us as a
group. We’re going to get more centers
c
to read
d; we are
eferred to Ho
ouston
going to have morre patients re
a we’re go
oing to get busier.”
b
Mediccal Imaging; and

On the highest volum
me days, reports were transsmitted to as
many as
a 25 differentt sites. Most in
nvolved digital radiographs
(22 sitees), CT (16), MR
M (13) and/orr ultrasound (1
13). As done
previou
usly, order enttries were crea
ated remotely using Vue
Motion
n. Results weree transmitted by fax or Vue Motion. Billin
ng
and HIEE interface weere available.

The ease of using Vu
ue for Teleradiology and thee expertise of
p have convincced Dr. Shikhaa Bharaktiya aat
Dr. Steenoien’s group
the End
docrinology Clinic
C
of Texas,, P.A. in Houstton to send
ultraso
ound studies to
o Innovative Radiology
R
for interpretation,,
even th
hose done in her
h own officee.

By Janu
uary 2014, mo
ore than 35 sittes were conn
nected to
Innovattive Radiologyy using Carestrream technolo
ogy. Vue
Reportiing had been implemented to manage workflow,
w
enablin
ng voice recog
gnition, as well as adding keey images and
d
patientt dose data to the report.

How it is today
Innovattive Radiologyy staff now log
g into a single application,
Carestrream’s Vue for Teleradiololg
gy, which generates the
worklist of cases, allo
owing adminisstrators to asssign cases thatt
open automatically in
n specific radiologists’ queu
ues.
Vue forr Teleradiologyy provides a simple “Read Request”
R
web
b
portal. The data entrry workflow is simple to dep
ploy, using HLL7
orts are easier to generate and
a more
integration. The repo
compleete than when
n Innovative Ra
adiology was using a RIS.
It provides the backg
ground needed
d by the radio
ologist to form
ma
compreehensive diagn
nosis. It describes the order and patient

4

“I enjoyy dealing with
h patients and
d discussing what
wh we can do
o
to fix th
heir problemss,” she says. “SSo if the imaging (or
interprretation) gets done
d
elsewheere, then I have
ve that time to
o
sit and
d discuss the reesults with thee patients and
d possibly whaat
n do to make them feel better.”
we can
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Techno
ological evo
olution
In its evo
olution to PAC
CS-driven
teleradio
ology, Innovattive Radiologyy
met govvernment and professional
criteria. The practice also
a increased
d
the level of care proviided to referring
physicians and patients. This
evolutio
on has been on
ngoing for a
decade.
D Stenoien
From the beginning, Dr.
c
and colleagues have collaborated
2
the
with Carestream. In 2004,
ny installed its CARESTREAM
M
compan
PACS. In
n 2011, Caresstream installeed
Vue Mo
otion, which alllowed access to
exam daata archived on
o HMI serverss.
CARESTTREAM Vue Motion was useed
to search for patient studies
s
by
nd
criteria, such as location, status, an
modalityy. It was easilyy accessible byy
radiolog
gists in the praactice through
h
their CA
ARESTREAM PA
ACS.

Dr. Sten
noien and his colleagues co
ould call up reports including
basic in
nformation, crritical results and key images, as well as
view th
he study with any
a number of
o basic tools. These includee
native 3D,
3 MIP and MPR.
M

It proviides easy acceess to Vue Motion not only for Innovativee
Radiolo
ogy staff but for
f their referrring physicianss. The HL7
messag
ge sent to refeerring physiciaans that carries the radiolog
gy
report also carries th
he link to Vue Motion, whicch can access
the enttire set of images upon whiich the report is based.

The pow
wer of Vue Motion
M
was am
mplified by the next step in
this tecchnological evolution, CARE
ESTREAM Vue Reporting,
which married
m
imagee review and the
t dictation process
p
to
enable speedy deliveery without compromising critical
c
value.
R
redu
uced errors thrrough
CARESTTREAM Vue Reporting
structured reporting,, increased dia
agnostic valuee through
embedded qualitativve and quantittative analysess, and provided
the bassis for multi-sitte collaboratio
on. In doing so
o, it reduced
on-goin
ng operationaal costs and strreamlined clin
nical
collabo
oration by inco
orporating hyp
perlink navigattions directly to
t
the imaage.
The ado
option of Careestream’s Vue
e for Teleradio
ology module
extendeed the use of these Carestream technolo
ogies to the
referrall base. Vue for Teleradiolog
gy interfaces with
w other
Carestrream technolo
ogies, providin
ng the expanded
infrastrructure to build out Innovattive Radiology’s network to
improve communicattions with refe
errers.

"The vaalue of that with
w our practicce, Oncology Consultants, iis
that wee have all of the
t images and
d reports,” sayys Juliet Roldaan,
Directo
or of Imaging for Oncology Consultants. “As soon as (tthe
report is) dictated, itt’s immediately
ly available to the referring
physiciian. So we haave physicians who pull it up
p on their iPad
d
or on their
t
phone. They
T
can do it from home; they
t
can do it
from work.”
w
5
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Vue forr Teleradiologyy and its assocciated technologies,
particularly Vue Motion, give Dr. Stenoien
S
and his
h practice a
compettitive edge. Th
hey offer the ability
a
to develop a closer
relation
nship with refeerring physicia
ans.
“It’s on
ne thing to sen
nd in a report with diagnosttic conclusionss.
It’s ano
other to call a physician and
d say, ‘Why do
on’t you pull up
u
this stu
udy and look at
a image 14 so
o we can discu
uss the air
bubbless we are seein
ng there,’” he says. “When you
y get to
engagee with the docctor, and actua
ally talk aboutt a study and
share im
mages, you deevelop a relatiionship. That’ss the fun part of
medicin
ne—relationsh
hip building.”

“I’ll calll a doctor and
d say, ‘I’ve gott this interestin
ng case; woulld
you likee me to send you
y a link?’” he says. “As they
t
begin to
discoveer Vue Motion
n, they get intrrigued and veery enthused. IIt’s
someth
hing nobody at
a the hospitall can offer; no
obody at
(compeeting) imaging
g centers.”
Carestrream technolo
ogy delivers bo
oth tangible and
a intangible
results.. Diego Roldan
n, general manager of the radiology
r
practice, explains thaat referring ph
hysicians wantt accurate
interpretations fast. With Carestreeam technolog
gy, they get th
hat
and mo
ore.

The tecchnology undeerlying this relationship betw
ween
radiologist and referrring physician can also fosteer a bond
betweeen caregiver an
nd patient. On
ncology Consultants, a
cancer treatment praactice in Houstton, uses Vue Motion to
unicate with patients.
p
commu
“We usse laptops on carts to log on
n and, when the
t patients arre
being roomed
r
in for their clinic vissit, we’re revieewing the
results of the study with
w them,” Ju
uliet Roldan saays. The
ogies can also serve as a pow
werful
Carestrream technolo
marketting tool, acco
ording to Dr. Stenoien,
S
who
o leverages thee
Carestrream technolo
ogy to forge a relationship where
w
none had
been before.

www.ccarestream.ccom
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“I am able
a
to send an email to thee referring phyysician
immed
diately after a report
r
is finish
hed, telling him
m on his
smart phone
p
that the report is reaady and he can
n immediatelyy
access that report an
nd the imagess,” Roldan sayss. “That is
power..”

